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SELECTING A COVER for quarterly updates is often

. challenging and daunting. What photos or scenes portrays this
very
quarter best that convey what Belum-Temengor Forest Complex or
this ongoing field project have to offer? A breath-taking scenery? An
undocumented hornbill behaviour? Gorgeous hornbill close-ups?
Encounters with other fauna such as playful otters? In any case, we
hope that readers have enjoyed our selection of covers to date.
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For this quarter‘s update, we chose a photo of a flock of Plainpouched Hornbills (PPHB) feeding on ―piwar‖ fruits in Temengor.
What is a ―piwar‖? According to our Orang Asli field assistants, the
burung rakit (PPHB) feed on this fruit during the PPHB months in
Temengor. The ―piwar‖ trees, they further add, grow in only certain
parts of Temengor e.g. ‗wet areas‘ and fruit about the time when the
burung rakit arrives. Perhaps the abundance of this fruit tree is one of
the ‗motivations‘ that attract PPHB to Belum-Temengor. We will need
to investigate this claim further to ascertain this link. A sample has
been sent to a colleague in FRIM to help verify its family and species.
The PPHB 2013 season has finally ended. Once again, monitoring
these long distance flyers would not have been possible without the
help of all the MNS Hornbill Volunteer Programme (HVP) 2013
(experienced and new) volunteers and camp manager/coordinator
(Mdm Pasupathy Murugiah and John Chan). On behalf of MNS and
the HCP, we thank you all for your participation and feedback. We
hope that this programme has also given you a better understanding
and appreciation of the hornbill conservation work, the Orang Asli (Kg
Tebang) community and the Belum-Temengor landscape and its
‗natural treasures‘ in return. How did the 2013 season shaped up?
Read about it in page 3 and 4. Will there be a 7th installment of the
MNS HVP in 2014? Well, keep your eyes and ears glued to the MNS
website.
Finally, MNS and Tourism Malaysia organised the inaugural
International Hornbill Expedition 2013 to help ‗position‘ BTFC as a
premier hornbill-watching site in this region as a form of niche
tourism. Professional birders, conservationists and nature-tour
operators were challenged to spot as many hornbill species as
possible within two ‗expedition sessions‘ and provide feedback on
how to ‗sell‘ BTFC. It is hoped that all this attention on BTFC, State
authorities would be convinced to conserve this forests ―as intact as
possible‖ in order to generate (dare say preserve) a sustainable
revenue stream for the Perak State in the long run.
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HOW DID THE 2013 PPHB SEASON SHAPED UP?
Article & Photos: Yeap Chin Aik/MNS

A flock of PPHB resting on an ―engring‖ (a Jahai name) tree (Parkia sumatrana) in Temengor .

Compared to the 2012 season, preliminary results from the 2013 season pointed to a ―low year‖ where the
maximum number of individuals counted per session generally did not exceed 500 with the exception of an
odd single peak of nearly 1,000 individuals on the evening of 19th August. The results also seem to suggest
that the peak for this season occurred in mid-August and subsequently declined thereafter. From September
onwards, less than 100 individuals were counted per session. The flocks still maintained the usual flight
directions at dawn and dusk until towards the end days of September where they seemed to change
directions. Remaining PPHBs were seen moving towards the Sg Dok (still in Temengor) in the evening and
emerging from this area at dawn.
What influenced this change in its behaviour? It was noted that during this period, a (large) fig and ―piwar‖ trees
were fruiting at the Sg Chuweh/Layak area. According to the Orang Asli, the ―piwar‖ tree also ‗grow in
abundance‘ in Sg Dok (and might be fruiting as well). The MNS team managed to observe PPHBs feed on the
large fig and ―piwar‖ fruit thus establishing some truth to the claim. However, we will need to further investigate
the link between PPHBs and fruiting trees in this forest complex to establish its importance.
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From the MNS HVP 2013 album…
Photo credits: Lim Shy Tean, Chin Pik Wan, Yeap Chin Aik, Sam Wai Jean, Tan Kee Tat, Jessie Kan
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MNS HVP 2013 VOLUNTEERS AND KG TEBANG ORANG
ASLI CHILDREN SHOW THEIR ARTISTIC SIDES
Report by: Sonny Wong & Yeap Chin Aik

Photos: Chin Pik Wun/MNS

This year MNS decided to help unleash the (hidden?) talents of all our participating volunteers in the
MNS HVP 2013 through a mini contest. Volunteers were encouraged to express their experiences
during their stay at Kg Tebang through art pieces using colour pencils, crayons, ink and/or watercolour
on an A4-sized art paper or a combination of a poem and art piece. The theme was titled ―Expressions
of Nature‖. The art pieces were judged on four criteria namely theme interpretation, creativity and
originality, composition and overall impression. This mini contest was organised with the aim of
generating more awareness on the uniqueness of the Belum-Temengor Forest Reserve and the need to
conserve it for future generations.
Based on the entries collected, it was clear that HVP volunteers are indeed an artistic bunch! It was
hard to narrow down the two winners but in the end the FIRST PRIZE went to Ms Joanne Tong Lai
Mun while the SECOND PRIZE went to Mr Lioe Kim Swee. Congratulations to both and thank you for
your wonderful compositions (also to all who took part).
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Some other entries, all equally interesting…
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Meanwhile, talents of the Kg Tebang children were unleashed with the help and guidance of MNS
volunteers, Ms Chin Pik Wun and her merry team. The children were a joy to work with and some were quite
talented. Kakak Pik Wun sure knows how to bring out their best. MNS would like to thank all the generous
sponsors and coordinators of these activities.
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AN INTERN’S EXPERIENCE WITH THE HVP
Article & Photos: Jessie Kan Pei Shi/MNS

During my internship with the Malaysian Nature Society, I
joined the MNS Hornbill Volunteer Programme in the Belum –
Temengor Forest Complex, Perak. I joined this programme as
helper (to Pasu) on the first week for 7 days and as volunteer
in the second week for 5 days and 4 nights. We were here to
assist MNS to monitor the Plain-pouched Hornbill as a part of
its conservation effort where we help experienced MNS staff
and members to conduct daily flight censuses. This census
was conducted twice a day, once in the morning and once in
the evening. This information offers valuable information on
estimated population numbers which in turn be used to
advocate for the conservation of Belum-Temengor.
We settled down in the bamboo hut built by Orang Asli of
Kampong Tebang just beside the Temengor lake. Every
morning and evening during the stay, we counted Plainpouched Hornbill. The Plain-pouched hornbill flew in a large
flock either in a V- or U-shape formation. I was exposed to the
proper way in using and cleaning the binoculars and counting
methods during the counts. Due to the lacking of piping
system in the house, we used lake water for toiletry and
washing purposes while water from the nearby stream was
used for drinking and cooking.
The Tebang villagers visited us and had tea together in our
house. They shared their experiences and culture with us. It
was an eye-opening opportunity to get to know more about
the mystery behind the life of Orang Asli during the visit of
Kampung Tebang‘s Tok Batin. The women and children also
visited us and brought us some fruits and fishes. I had a great
time chatting with them. The women also taught me how to
fish with a traditional fishing rode made from palm tree. They
used a small fishing net to trap little shrimp as bait and fished
with the long and slim rod. I was failed to catch any of those
fish but a kind lady gave us some fishes for dinner. During the
evening counts, kids in the village came and played near us.
They started to be friends with us despite being very shy to
outsiders.
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Beside the bird count, we carried out activities
during free time. We had an Orang Asli
cooking demonstration and blowpipe
demonstration by the villagers. Besides
that, we also took a short hike at the village
trail to search for birds. We saw many species
of birds such as Green-billed Malkoha, Blackthighed Falconet, White-bellied Seaeagle, Long-tailed Broadbill and more. In
addition, we also had a picnic at the Kiroi
Waterfall. We hiked up the waterfall to search
for Rafflesia. However, the Rafflesia was still
in bud form and did not bloom yet. I also learnt
to cook Indian cuisine from the camp
coordinator, Madam Pasu, where we were
encouraged to cook lunch and dinner
ourselves. We had lots of fun cooking together
and doing chores together. At night, we do not
have activities as it was too dark outside but
we managed to see lots of fireflies flying
around the house. The scene was so
breathtaking.
Lastly, I did enjoy myself by joining the MNS
Hornbill Volunteer Program which aid in the
conservation of the Belum-Temengor Forest
Complex. I realized that the research and
monitoring activities are crucial in helping to
conserve a site(s) as the results can be used
to advocate for protection with the authorities.
By involving the public as volunteers and
―citizen scientist‖, they are able to assist MNS
in its monitoring activities but also help
increase the awareness on the importance of
forests to wildlife and Orang Asli. Lastly, I
really did have a eye-opening experience
during the MNS Hornbill Volunteer
Programme. I hope my time here in BelumTemengor will be a great and usefull
experience for me to proceed in the road of
conservation.
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A NEW DISCOVERY: PPHB NAMED “BROKEN BEAK”
Article & Photos: Yeap Chin Aik/MNS

CLOSE-UP

ACTUAL SHOT

One does not realise the usefulness or capabilities of a DSLR camera (and 400mm lens) until one examines the
shots taken during the course of fieldwork and makes a discovery such as this. At least this was how it felt when I
zoomed in on the (Actual) photo and found a half-beaked male Plain-pouched Hornbill in a flock. This photo was
taken on the evening of 26th September 2013 when we were observing a flock of PPHBs that was roaming and
resting around the Chuweh area (Temengor). Some of the birds were seen preening or resting. Not wanting to
waste the opportunity, I took several shots hoping that some would be print-worthy.
Much later, while re-examining photos taken of PPHBs, I noticed something peculiar about the bird in this photo
hence I zoomed in. My first thought was that this male adult (at least 7 years old from its casque ridges) individual
suffered from some kind of disease which ‗claimed‘ half of it upper mandible. However, the bird looked healthy
and was not lethargy at all. A check with Dr Pilai Poonswad confirmed that this was the first time that such
incidence has been reported from wild PPHBs. She hypothesized that perhaps the beak had broken off
naturally given that it looked like a clean break and not caused by disease. In any case, the DSLR will not be
leaving my side now when in field. .
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HORNBILL EDUCATION & AWARENESS CONTINUES…
Report & Photos by: MNS Environmental Education Division

Between August and November 2013, educators from the MNS Environmental Education Division reached
out to over 650 students and teachers through more awareness talks, exhibitions and one camp. The
feedbacks from these talks and camp have been positive, with schools requesting more hornbill/forest
conservation materials for distribution and teaching aids. The Project hopes to fulfill their requests and
needs as best possible. Meanwhile, we‘ll be reaching to more come 2014.
Participating schools/institutions:
 SMK Abu Bakar Al-Baqir, Bagan Serai
 SMK Gerik, Gerik
 SK Seksyen 1 Bandar Kinrara
 SK Pusat Bandar Puchong
 SK Kuala Jengal
 Politeknik Sultan Idris Shah
 SBPI Sabak Bernam
 SK Parit Baru
 SK Damansara Jaya 1
 SK Kuala Selangor
 SK Bandar Baru Kuala Selangor
 SK Seksyen 1 Bandar Kinrara
 SK Taman Universiti
 SJKT Sungai Manggis
 SK Sementa
 SMK Seri Indah
 SMK Bukit Indah
 SMK Batu Laut
 SMK Jugra
 SMK Sungai Besar
 SMK Sultan Abdul Aziz
 SMK Seri Selayang
 SMK Bukit Jelutong
 SMK Perimbun
 SMK Taman Jasmin 2
 SMS Kuala Selangor
 SMK Darul Ehsan
 SMK (P) Raja Zarina
 SMK Taman Sri Muda
 SMK Taman Melawati
 SMK Jeram
 SMK Tun Dr. Ismail, Bakri, Muar
 Universiti Utara Malaysia, Sintok
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October was a big month for the HCP and MNS. From 4-6th October, we
PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS
PERLIS
organised the annual national primary school KPA (i.e. nature club) and the
• SRK Putera
hornbill awareness camps simultaneously at Pulau Tali Kail which is
KEDAH
managed by the Perak State Forestry Department! It was nothing short of
• SK Haji Ismail
amazing in terms of organizing logistics not to mention also to handle the
• SK Seri Ampang Muda
kids. But boy, did they have fun! The camp hosted 94 students and
• SK Guar Lobak
• SK Kampong Keda
32 teachers from 44 schools representing every
• SK Tiak
State in Malaysia excluding an army of staff from the MNS
PULAU PINANG
Environmental Education Division. The children were exposed to a myriad
• SJKT Ladang Valdor
of activities from talks, games and physical activities related to hornbill and
• SK Permatang Pasir
forest ecology with Temengor as the ―outdoor classroom‖. They were also
• SK Stowell
fortunate to see some hornbills in the wild when they went hornbill
• SJKT Perai
• SK BandarTasek Mutiara
watching. The camp was well received by the participants based on the
• SK Sungai Dua
feedback and room for improvements naturally. Tuan Haji Mohd Idris Shah
PERAK
bin Haji Ramli (Deputy Director) from the Perak State Education
• SK Kuala Gula
Department graciously opened and closed the camp. We hope that next
• SJKT Tanjung Rambutan
year‘s camp will be more meriah and at the same time sow the seeds of
SELANGOR
• SK TUDM Subang
hornbill/forest conservation awareness among our young ones.
• SK Damansara Jaya (1)
• SK Seksyen 1 Bandar Kinrara
• SK Taman Universiti
• SJKT Sungai Manggis
• SK Kuala Selangor
• SK Bandar Baru Kuala Selangor
• Nobel International School
FT KUALA LUMPUR
• SK Batu Muda
• SK Puteri Pandan 2
MELAKA
• SK Lereh
• SK Alor Gajah 1
JOHOR
• SJKT Ladang Kulai Besar
PAHANG
• SK Felda Mempaga 2
• SJKT Ringlet
TERENGGANU
• SK Tengku Ampuan Intan
KELANTAN
SARAWAK
• SK Kampung Baru Kuala Abang
• SK Chiku 3
• SK Kampung Seberang, Mukah
• SK Kampung Baru Kerteh
• SK Bunut Susu
SABAH
• SK Batu 48
• SK Telaga Ara
• SK Pekan Nabawan
• SK Bandar Dungun
• SK Kamil 2
• SK Mantob
• SK Kuala Jengal
• SK Dato‘ Hashim (1)
• SK Mandahan
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The camp in motion..…
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HORNBILL NEWS FROM AROUND THE REGION
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HORNBILLS UNRAVEL THE BEAUTY
OF BELUM-TEMENGOR FOREST
by J. Kahlil Panopio (Haribon Foundation)
Photos by MNS
Haribon Foundation, the Philippines‘ pioneer environmental organization, was invited once again to visit
Malaysia. But this time, it‘s an expedition to the country‘s oldest rainforests. Dubbed as ―International
Hornbill Expedition 2013,‖ it was held on September 20 to 22 at Belum-Temengor Forest Complex in
Gerik, Perak Malaysia. The International Hornbill Expedition is a three-day event where delegates from
different countries set out to explore, discover and appreciate nature and wildlife of the two forests
Belum-Temengor, also known as the Hornbill Capital of the World.
Malaysian Nature Society (MNS) supported by Tourism Malaysia and Belum Rainforest Resort, hosted
the expedition. Delegates from different BirdLife partner countries such as Taiwan, South
Africa, Ireland, India, Vietnam, Cambodia, Nepal, Japan, Hong Kong, Sri Lanka and the Philippines, who
presented discoveries in the forest complex as well as eco-tourism and birding in their respective
countries.
According to MNS, the contiguous Belum and Temengor forests are approximately 130 million years
old, older than the Amazon and the Congo, and subsequently much more complex in their biodiversity.
They support populations of large mammals and extensive stand of mixed dipterocarp forests of about
300,000 hectares, almost four times the size of Singapore, in one of the least accessible or developed
areas of the Peninsula.
The event started with a glimpse of what the forest of Temengor has to offer. Delegates were taken on a
boat ride around the valleys of the rainforest in search for the hornbills. Just a few minutes away from the
jetty, the group was able to spot a Grey-headed Fish Eagle and a several meters away from it was a
White Bellied Sea Eagle. After spotting raptors, our bird guides heard a loud horn-like sound — a hornbill!
It‘s the Rhinoceros Hornbill, the first hornbill of the expedition.
From then on hornbills started to show themselves one species after the other. We saw nine of the 10
hornbill species of Belum-Temengor namely the Rhinoceros, Great, Helmeted, WhiteCrowned, Black, Bushy-Crested, Oriental Pied, Wreathed and Plain Pouched Hornbills.
The highlight of the day was seeing over a hundred Plain-Pouched Hornbills perched on top of a tree
waiting for the right time to fly to their roosting sites. Seeing the hornbills in those numbers perched in a
single tree was an amazing sight. When it was time for them to leave, they flew in large groups away
from the horizon leaving only the sound of their wings flapping behind the blanket of silence.
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The next day was the actual expedition. It was a fine day to go birding. While taking our breakfast, we were
already greeted by a symphony of birdcalls from bulbuls, tit-babblers, barbets, and sparrows. We set out
early in the morning to increase our chances of spotting more birds, the wrinkled hornbill and other wildlife.
We saw several kingfishers, malkohas, babblers, woodpeckers, crows, mynas, aside from the hornbills of
Temengor. Some even saw Asian elephants, otters, and fresh tiger paw prints. When the group was about
to head back from the valleys, a resonating call from one of the rarest hornbills of Temengor greeted the
expedition team. It was a pair of Helmeted Hornbill — a fitting end of a day‘s long expedition. The only
hornbill that eluded the team was the Wrinkled Hornbill.
As the representative of Birdlife Partner of the Philippines, I presented a topic on Birding in the
Philippines, and 10 of our endemic hornbills.
A truly great experience! Given another chance, I would definitely go back and enjoy what Belum-Temengor
Forest Complex and Malaysia have to offer.

(See http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W8uDc3ZwvCw for Bernama TV’s coverage of this event – Yeap)
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A Bushy-crested Hornbill, part of a group, paused briefly before flying into the fruiting fig to feed.
Photo: Yeap Chin Aik/MNS
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